High School Interdisciplinary Experience in Environmental Literacy
Using appropriate graphing techniques, show the results of an investigation of the correlation between two
different dimensions: climate change and the energy resources. Clearly describe the phenomena investigated by
labeling the axis of the graph according to the phenomena and specifying the range.

Research the opposing views on climate
change, take a position on this topic, and
develop an argument to support the claim.

English
Language
Arts

Use historical LAND-SAT, geologic core
samples, or ice core data to analyze
patterns of climate change through Earth’s
history. Use computer modeling programs
to document the data. Present findings to
an authentic audience.

Forecast the impact of 2-3 technological products
(e.g. homes, automobiles, etc.) or systems based on
an analysis of the trade-offs between positive and
negative effects on the environment in order to
achieve sustainability
- select quality information sources
- establish a criterion of ranking effects
- compare and contrast past, present, and future
developments of a technological system

Science

Mathematics

Identify,
research,
analyze and
address
environmental
challenges

Technology

Critical Thinking
Problem Solving/Design
Communication
Collaboration: Work in teams to collect and analyze the climate data.
Research
Metacognition: Create an e-portfolio to collect all research and findings for the
project. Share highlights of the portfolio with an authentic audience.

Universal
Skills

Explore the following: How are different countries (France,
Germany, Japan, China, etc.) reacting to the threat of climate
change? Explore authentic newspapers and reputable Webbased sources, conduct interviews with experts in the target
language country, and develop multimedia presentations to share
with their partner school, comparing reactions to global warming
at home and abroad.

The
Arts

World
Languages
World
History

Trace the increase in citizen organizations and governmental actions
regarding environmental issues, with a focus on energy sources, in the
modern era.

Examine the human relationship within the environment and the impact their creative
energies have on it by paying attention to a daily route or walk taken. Document the
experience in visual form by collecting significant objects, taking digital photos, and
recording personal perceptions of the experience in a journal. Take special note of the
energy sources affecting the space. Create a work of art in the area or environment
itself, considering the ecological and visual impact of the creative energy on the space.

